
 



 



BIG STEP IN 
ROCK MUSIC 
Rage Of Light – Sign With Napalm 

Records and announce their first full-
lengh album! 

NAPALM RECORDS: 

Welcome to the family! RAGE OF 
LIGHT are proud to announce their 

worldwide signing to Napalm 
Records! 

The band on the signing: 
"We are thrilled to join the Napalm 
family! Currently working on our 

first full- length album, we are very 
much looking forward to this 

collaboration. Rage will be 
unleashed!" 

Napalm Records A&R Sebastian 

Muench comments:  
"The charismatic singer Melissa 
Bonny is no stranger to the metal 

world since she is also the singer of 
Swiss Powermetal Band 

„Evenmore“; whose 2016 album 
received very possitive feedback. 
The band's talent; particular 

Melissa´s vocal range are simply 
amazing and can be heard in the video „I Can, I Will“ but also in the released cover songs for 

„Judas“ (Lady Gaga) & "Twilight of the Thunder God" (Amon Amarth). Rage of Light, 
Welcome to The Napalm family!" 

RAGE OF LIGHT is a Swiss trance metal/melodic death metal band, created by 

vocalist/keyboardist Jonathan Pellet, known for his past works with Trophallaxy/Dysrider. 

Jonathan came up with the idea to create a hybrid of trance and melodic death metal elements in 

2007, but due to being busy with other projects, it took almost a decade for the idea to fully bear 
fruit. Finally, in 2015, he recruited Evenmore vocalist Melissa Bonny and guitarist Noé 
Schüpbach to complete the band. 

They released their first EP in 2016, titled Chasing a Reflection, as well as two singles in 2017. 
This year they are working on new RAGE OF LIGHT hits. Keep your eyes & ears open! 

 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/rageoflight/?fref=mentions
https://www.facebook.com/napalmrecords/?fref=mentions
https://www.facebook.com/napalmrecords/?fref=mentions


NEWS: Revolver Magazine  

SEE CANE HILL RAGE, NIGHTSTALKERS 

CREEP IN TRIPPY NEW "IT FOLLOWS" 

VIDEO 

Plus, Louisiana metal outfit announces co-headlining tour with King 810 

 

Cane Hill have shared a new music video for "It Follows," a slamming highlight off this 
year's Too Far Gone LP. A straightforward, colorful clip, it combines scenes of the New Orleans 

band charging through the song with ominous shots of a woman trying to dodge a mystery 
stalker — a bit of a red herring, given she meets a different, if still ghastly, end entirely. Lest we 
spoil the whole clip, we'll just say that when all's said and done, she doesn't feel so good. 

In related news, Cane Hill have announced a co-headlining North American tour alongside 

controversial Detroit metal outfit King 810. The summer trek kicks off July 26th in Indianapolis, 
Indiana, with dates scheduled through early August. Scroll down for the complete itinerary, and 

if you haven't already, read our in-depth profile of Cane Hill. 

Cane Hill tour dates: 
Jul. 26 — Indianapolis, IN – The Emerson Theater 
Jul. 27 — Erie, PA — Basement Transmissions 

Jul. 28 — Syracuse, NY — The Lost Horizon 
Jul. 29 — Albany, NY — Jupiter Hall 
Jul. 31 — Hartford, CT — Webster Underground 
Aug. 01 — Reading, PA — Reverb 

Aug. 02 — Virginia Beach, VA — Shaka's 

Aug. 03 — Jacksonville, NC — Hooligans Music Hall 
Aug. 04 — Spartanburg, SC — Ground Zero 
Aug. 05 — Johnson City, TN — Capone's 

Aug. 07 — Huntsville, AL — Sidetracks Music Hall 
Aug. 08 — Fort Wayne, IN — Pierre's Entertainment Center 
Aug. 10 — Detroit, MI — El Club 
Aug. 11 — Joliet, IL — The Forge 

 

Text Zoe Camp 

Link : revolvermag.com/music/see-cane-hill-rage-nightstalkers-creep-trippy-new-it-follows-video 

https://www.revolvermag.com/music/hear-cane-hills-gripping-groovy-new-metal-epic-it-follows
http://knowyourmeme.com/memes/disintegration-effect-i-dont-feel-so-good
http://www.revolvermag.com/music/cane-hill-new-school-groove-metal-bad-acid-trips-confronting-neo-nazis
http://www.revolvermag.com/music/cane-hill-new-school-groove-metal-bad-acid-trips-confronting-neo-nazis
https://www.revolvermag.com/
https://www.revolvermag.com/


 

NEWS: Metal Injection 

 

Sleep Token surfaced as a mysterious project in 2016, blending chilled out piano 

ballads with all-destroyed bouts of heaviness. The project's new song and video 

"Jaws" is no different. It's a song that you're going to want to close your eyes to and 
relax just as much as you are to headbang to the killer riffs. 

Sleep Token has not announced a new EP but you can check out One and Two  

Link metalinjection.net/video/sleep-tokens-new-song-jaws-is-pretty-chill-with-bouts-
of-heaviness 

 

 

 

 



BLOG: ABOUT VOICE AND SING WITH 

MARA LISENKO OF MARA 

 

                                                                                                                  My vocal story 

I started to sing when I was 3 years old. My mother was a church 

leader so I HAD TO sing. Later I went to music school, learned to play 

violin and guitar. I was convinced that my music path was destined to 

be an instrumentalist. It all changed suddenly. At the age of 14 I asked 

my mother to help me prepare a song for a school choir. She played 

and I sung, then she suddenly stopped, looked at me and said: “Wow, 

Mara, you have such a beautiful voice”. I was shocked- how it comes? 

I always thought that my voice was ugly and loud (kids would laugh at 

school, saying that my speaking voice sounded like I was an alcoholic 

(?) and I always have been hushed at school choir for being too loud, 

although it was my ‘normal’ voice). So that one phrase changed 

everything! I started to believe in my abilities as a singer and thought 

that I should at least give it a try. At that time I was into metal so I 

firstly started to learn growling. I had no recording equipment at home 

so I left myself messages on landline voicemail with my attempts to 

get that sound. Surprisingly it came easy for me from the very 

beginning. My mother on the other hand was dissapointed about that  huge telephone bill. 

I never admitted my involvement in that. So then I took all the courage to get myself a 

band. I posted adverts and got myself a first band. Fast forward, I was singing metal for 

about 4 years. I could scream, I could growl but I wanted to develop my clean singing 

voice too. So in 2007 I went to London to study vocals and popular music performance. 

From there I started to study my clean vocals seriously, for 7 years totally abandoning my 

metal singing. In 2014 back in Latvia I returned to metal singing, starting to study it as 

seriously as I was studying clean singing. Clean singing background helped a lot, so I 

managed to learn a lot in the last 4 years. Right now I am starting out my death metal 

project called MĀRA.  



 

Vocal coaching. 
To be brutally honest I never wanted to be a singing teacher. I wanted to be just a singer- 

first and foremost. And again, coincidence happened. One day I got a message from an 

unknown guy asking me to teach him. He remembered my early metal singing and liked 

my clean singing. He was very 

willing to study with me. I wanted to 

say No but I was broke at that 

time, I had no money, no job. So I 

agreed. He liked the lessons, also sent 

his girlfriend to study with me and 

from there the word spread. Also for 

half a year I volunteered as a 

music teacher for adults with 

intelectual disability. That 

helped me to gain confidence in 

my teaching abilities.  That's how I 

got into vocal coaching and have 

been doing it for 7 years now.  

 

Technical side. 

I call myself a hybrid singer- that 

means that I do both extreme and 

clean singing. I have also learned a 



beatboxing, vocal live looping and overtone/throat singing basics. So I as well might be 

called a multi-vocalist. 

Techniques that I have mastered over the years include belting, grit, harsh, growl, 

scream, live looping, vibrato, mix, vocal phrasing and stylistics, developed my range for 

more than an octave and many more.. 

 

My advice to young singers: 
 Take your instrument seriously! Remember that 

unlike the instrumentalists you carry your instrument 

(your voice) with you ALL THE TIME. Respect it just 

as serious instrumentalists respect their instruments. 

 What happens to your body, directly affects your 

voice (try speaking when you are tired or upset- people 

talking you on the phone can always sense what's going 

on only because of pitch changes and voice quality). If 

that affects your speaking voice, surely it will also 

affect your singing voice. If you will sing bored, upset 

or tired your audience will sense it. Keep the spirits 

high for all vocal performances. 

 Be extra careful if you have to sing during cold- 

don't push it. And treat your body well with all the 

foods and drinks you consume- what body likes, your 

voice will probably like too. Think healthy! 

 Have a self respect and develop your craft. It 

shouldn't be about how much you get paid or how 

famous you are. I've heard some people say: “When I'll 

get famous and start earning money, then I start 

developing my skills.” Whoa, it's totally the other way 

round. Build your skills and professionalism first, only 

then you can ask something in return. For me it's all 

about self respect- if you’re serious about your voice, 

your music and creativity, you WILL invest your time, energy and money in your 

self development. Skills that you learn will be there with you for the rest of your 

life- no one can take them away from you or steal them. The skills you develop 

during your lifetime are your true abundance. 

   Good luck in your singing journey! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

1) How do you describe 

your music? 

Melodic hard rock and 

heavy metal! 

2) Do you have favorite  

singer who could 

influence on your 

music? 

The very first singer I connected to was 

Robert Plant from Led Zeppelin. That soul 

and groove has never left my blood. 

3) Do you have a plans about create new 

album and do you have plans to perform 

with Kamelot  on stage or maybe record 

some song? 

We are currently in the process of nailing 

down recording time for our 6th album. I have 

high hopes we will be releasing a new one for 

everyone to listen to next year! 

I have no plans to perform with Kamelot in 

the future. Perhaps my band will share a stage 

with those guys again some day though. The 

music seems to cross over well for people. 

4) Do you have plan or idea sing duet?  

I have some really fun ideas….ideas people 

won’t be expecting.  Myself and Jasio write a 

lot of songs together and we listen to many 

different genres. I have a plan to incorporate 

something new and fresh into something we 

write. 

5) What is your favorite country? And 

which cuisine do you like? 

Oh that is so difficult to choose! There are 

so many great music communities all around 

the world. We had a really great time in 

Russia last year. It was our first time and it 

was wonderful.  

I really love Italian cuisine. If I can have 

anything grilled in olive oil and sea salt, I’m 

smiling. 

6) What is your favorite gift from fans? 

It would be impossible to answer that 

question! I’m so humbled by every single 

effort. Whether it be a shared story, written 

message, cupcakes, traveling in any way to 

see us play, supporting the VIP (which 

literally pays for our gas to drive on tour), 



buying a CD to support the band, sharing our 

videos when they feel like they connect to the 

message…..I’m so grateful. These are all 

gifts. On this current US tour we’ve been 

very moved by the efforts people have made 

to show their support. Last week we were 

gifted a man’s sobriety chips because he said 

that our music had saved him from 

alcoholism and much worse.  This week he 

celebrates being sober for 1 year. It’s 

incredible how much we all need each other 

for the world to work. 

7) Do you often find time  

to see live performances  

from other bands?  

I don’t unfortunate ly 

however I have found 

many great, new bands 

through touring with other 

bands and playing 

Festivals. Last year we 

we’re playing a festiva l 

with a band called ‘Blue 

Pills’. I loved it and was so 

happy about the timing!!! 

8)  Who writes your 

song? And from where do you get your 

inspiration? 

I usually co-write all of the songs with the 

guitarists involved in the project. Because the 

line-up has changed so often over the last 

decade, there have been a lot of different 

collaborations. It was a wonderful thing when 

Jasio joined because I love writing with him 

and I want solidarity. I prefer keeping the 

writing within the band as much as possible. 

We wrote a lot together on the ‘Prevail’ 

albums and I think it made for some signature 

sounds. I hope to do a lot more with him in 

the future. Now that Ronny Gutierrez is part 

of our family, we will incorporate his 

songwriting flare into the next album too.  

It’s important to highlight that we collaborate 

with the producers we work with on each 

album as well. I’ve learned so much from 

every single one of them. 

9) Who has the best sense of humor in the 

band? 

Ahaha!! This band in general has great sense 

of humor. I would say all of them can be 

pretty funny guys but Brad is our resident 

goof ball. You can see that often on my 

Instagram stories. One of my favorite things 

to film on tour are his quarks. As some of our 

friends call it …“The Bradness” haha! 

10) What are your goals with your music? 

To connect and bring 

people together over 

relatable feelings 

from experiences. To 

encourage people to 

push past their own 

internal challenges 

and struggles and 

embrace their own 

reflection. 

11) What do you do 

to keep your voice in 

top condition? And 

can you give some 

advice for young 

singers 

My first advice is to get some professiona l 

training regarding breath support and proper 

resonance. This is so important! The voice 

should mostly flow with the breath and 

resonate in the natural bone structure nature 

laid out for us. A voice shouldn’t be forced 

out and shaped by the muscles in your neck. 

Staying hydrated, getting ample sleep, and 

doing cardiovascular exercise are also very 

beneficial. Take note of what you’re eating 

because allergies to food can also cause post-

nasal dripping from the sinuses onto the vocal 

chords resulting in irritation. 

12) Is it hard for you to be the only girl in 

the band? 

Yes and no. I do find myself needing privacy 

very badly sometimes. When the bus stops I 

usually run off to a gym or café to have some 



space. I’m very lucky to have such wonderful 

guys in my band though. 

I will say, as a side note to being a female in 

the alternative music industry, I don’t find it 

easy at all. Most of the time it feels like a 

constant hike up a mountain to prove myself. 

I’m growing quite tired of it! 

13) What is your favorite hobby away 

from music? 

It’s definitely traveling and spending time 

with family. If I had time right now I would 

choose to go hike Machu Picchu in Peru or 

maybe go biking somewhere with my dad 

and brother. 

14) Do you have friends from female metal 

performance? 

I don’t know very many very well 

unfortunately. We don’t have a crew so I find 

myself really working for most of the show 

day from start to end which leaves little room 

for visiting. We’ve toured with a few other 

women in metal now and as far as my 

experience has gone, they’ve all been lovely.  

16) Are you a fulltime musican or do you 

have a ''normal'' job too? 

Everyone in the band has other jobs. I have 

dedicated all of my time toward this band for 

the last several years. I run all of the business 

with my mother and we plan/design 

everything with people. The guys have never 

chosen to get more involved or take on the 

financial risk which is very understandab le. 

It’s a ton of work that’s very hard to keep up 

with. We will see just how much longer me 

and her can hang in there! 

17) You can write your wishes for fans 

Thank you to everyone in the world for 

inspiring and supporting live music. It takes 

all of us working together for it to exist. I 

really hope you enjoy our new album ‘Prevail 

II’ !! Much love!! 

And thank you so much for interview dear 

Kobra Paige   !! You our lovely singer    

Thank you very much for having me and I’m 

sorry for the wait!! 



 



 

 

1) How do you describe your music? 

Modern melodic death metal with a personal 

touch and tons of metal. Killer metal music! 

2) Do you have favorite singer which 

could influence in your music? 

I’m fan of In Flames, Cradle Of Filth, Guano 

Apes (early albums), Dir En Gray, The 

Gazette.. 

3) Do you have a plans about create 

new album and tour in Europe? 

Yes, we are working on the new album and 

new stuff. The album it’s already recorded so 

it will be release soon. We want to tour 

Europe with this new material. 

4) Do you often find time to see live 

performances from other bands?  

Yes, sometimes, but I'm always busy. I 

try to keeping up with what is going on. 

5)  Who writes your song? And from where  

do you get your inspiration?  

Me, I am the lyrcist.  

Inspiration it's everywhere. I get inspirat ion 

from books, movies, documentaries... It 

depends of what I want to do and what its 

about. I'm always investigating and learning. 

5) Who has the best sense of humor in 

the band? 

Difficult question... All of they are very 

lively, and they are always ready to make a 

jokes and have fun. 

6) What are your goals with your 

music? 

To make the best music that we can, and for 

people to enjoy them. I love the work that we 

do and I feel grateful when people love it too. 

7) What do you do to keep your voice 

in top condition? 



I take care of my voice with warm ups, water, 

and infusions. The day of the show i try to 

speak the less possible. 

8) Its hard for you to be the only girl 

in the band? 

Not really. We are good friends. 

9) What is your favorite hobby away 

from music? 

I love manga and anime. 

10) Do you have friends from female 

metal performance? 

I don't have very close friends, but I have 

some good colleagues and a good relation 

with this ladies. 

12) are you a fulltime musicans or do you 

have a ''normal'' job too? 

I am full time musicians. I don't earn money 

to live with my band yet, but you know... 

'baby steps to giant strides'

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


